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1. Introduction

A sequence of instances, such as sensor transmitted data, geospatial location, tick - by - tick stock prices
and exchange rates, electric signals and voltage, the values of which may be recorded and observed con-
tinuously in time, is called a data stream. The sources of data streams include meteorological and financial
data, network monitoring, web applications, sensor networks, etc.

In regression, the attribute for which values are being predicted is numeric (continuous-valued and ordered)
rather than categorical (discrete valued and unordered). This attribute can be referred to as the predicted
attribute. Note that regression7 can also be viewed as a mapping function, Y=f(X), where X is the input and
the output is a continuous or ordered value Y. Thus, the regression problem in data streams will be consid-
ered as the problem of learning a function of several input attributes from the past data stream with the goal
of estimating as accurately as possible the value of a numerical target attribute in the future data stream.
The classical batch regression tree methods for predicting a numerical target variable build upon the su-
pervised divide-and-conquer approach. In terms of the terminal node (leaf) representation, these methods
can be classified into following categories: 

• constant or mean value
• model 
• interval prediction 

The main difference between the methods is that the model and the interval representations, unlike the
mean value approach, employ more complex prediction models with the aim of improving the target vari-
able prediction accuracy. An efficient batch regression model tree algorithm ensures that the model con-
struction and prediction can be processed with consistently improving accuracy, as new information is
incorporated. Moreover, smaller trees, i.e., those which do not have too many splits, are easier to get and
to interpret. In many real world applications, which contain large data masses the regression model tree
fast processing and ease of interpretation is just as important as predictive accuracy 6, 10. 

According to Holmes et al.8 the batch - incremental algorithms place hard restrictions on regression tree
learning. First, a model must be induced incrementally. Second, the instances processing time must keep
up with their speed of arrival. Third, a model may only use a constant amount of memory while providing an
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In this paper, we present a novel method for interval regression tree incremental learning with mean variance
patterned numerical data streams. The proposed Mean Variance Interval Regression Tree (MVIRT) algorithm
transforms continuous temporal data into two statistical moments according to a user-specified time resolu-
tion and builds a regression model tree for estimating the prediction interval of the target variable. The algo-
rithm main properties are time - based incremental mean variance tree induction algorithm accompanying
novel time resolution and outliers detection mechanism. Results of real world data stream show that the MVIRT
algorithm produces more accurate and easily interpretable prediction models than other state-of-the-art batch
incremental model tree methods.
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accurate and updated prediction model at any point in time. Therefore to overcome these restrictions Bifet
et al.3, 4 introduced the new class of the ensemble batch - incremental algorithms. These algorithms usually
apply an ensemble of sliding window methods and split the data stream into a stream of disjoint batches
whereas each data batch can be processed in the order of its arrival using one of batch regression tree al-
gorithms, which are discussed much deeper in the next section. 

Mining data streams with model

2. Mining data streams with model tree regression methods

Although regression trees are well-studied class of learners, little research has been done in the area of in-
cremental regression tree induction. The problem becomes even harder if the learning must deal with con-
tinuous data streams. That means that the regression tree learner becomes fully incremental and must be
updated with every new arriving instance. In an incremental learning system, the data instances arrive se-
quentially in time. Each instance represents a snapshot of the changing environment system at time t. Since
data streams are very long and often open-ended, the system must be updated using one instance at a
time. Each instance is discarded as soon as it is used for updating. 

Potts11, 12 brings together the batch and incremental versions of the two splitting rules of regression linear
model tree with two uni�ed frameworks Online - RD and RA. The proposed tree models are built from the
top down, using one of two statistical tests to determine both the split point and whether to carry on split-
ting. They use the Chow4 test, a standard statistical test for homogeneity amongst sub-samples.  

Alberg and Last1,2 introduced MOPT (Mean Output Prediction Tree) algorithm for interval prediction of nu-
meric target variables from temporally aggregated numerical data, where each aggregated data instance is
represented by its mean and variance. The proposed algorithm differs from the state-of-the-art regression
algorithms in the splitting of each input and output feature to two moments according to the input time res-
olution and it can also identify the most appropriate prediction time resolution that minimizes the prediction
error and builds more compact interval based regression tree. The main disadvantages of the MOPT algo-
rithm are posed by the fact that is not using an explicit time resolution detection mechanism and thus is not
suitable for dealing with massive data streams, which may include distribution change patterns and can re-
quire excessive memory and processing power resources. 

Ikonomovska et al.9 describe the FIMT-DD (Fast and Incremental Model Tree with Drift Detection) algorithm
which is an advanced adaptation of the FIMT (Fast and Incremental Model Tree) and FIRT (Fast and Incre-
mental Regression Tree) algorithms and uses an explicit change detection method (DD) for dynamic envi-
ronments and time-changing distributions. The main difference between FIRT and FIMT algorithms lies in
the fact that FIRT has no linear models in the leaves. According to the authors, the main advantages of the
FIMT-DD are that it is competitive with batch algorithms in terms of accuracy, enables local change detec-
tion, and avoids the costs of re-growing the whole tree when only local changes are necessary. 

The common disadvantage of the represented methods that they are unable to detect changes properly and
adapt their tree models with a minimal loss of accuracy. A simple way to cope with this problem is to cal-
culate every possible splitting point. As a result, the task becomes computationally expensive and it has a
negative effect on the algorithm scalability. This non-trivial problem raise the need of incremental algorithms
with fast execution and response time, which are able to detect changes properly and adapt their tree mod-
els with a minimal loss of accuracy.

3. The Mean Variance Interval Regression Tree MVIRT Methodology 

The Mean Variance Interval Regression Tree (MVIRT) algorithm introduced in this paper requires continuous
aggregated temporal variables, represented in the form of two unbiased estimators (sample average and
variance) and produces an interval batch incremental interval regression tree for a numeric target variable Y.

In our algorithm the average and variance of each variable will be mapped in univariate Mahalanobis distance
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based on auxiliary control variable M(.) that should respond to changes in both statistical moments. The pro-
posed approach enables to ignore outliers, which cause prediction instability and model overfitting effect,
and thus achieve a considerable reduction in the size of the induced tree.  

(1)

Suppose that each instance i of input variable X is represented by two aggregated mean and variance esti-

mators and for a given temporal measurement aggregation resolution r. Let xA and

xS be the sample average values over all instances, and let VA and VS be
the sample variance of the corresponding unbiased estimators. The corresponding sample covariance be-

tween is denoted by VAS and the Mahalanobis distance between the two
measured statistical moments of the input variable X is calculated by:

(2)

To identify outlying values of Mi we need to determine its probability distribution. The proposed distance met-
ric under the null hypothesis (which includes the assumption of multivariate normality of X variable) has a
chi square - distribution with two degrees of freedom and express Mahalanobis multivariate standardized dis-
tance between the values of the current two first moments. For example, if the input variable averages re-

main at the values xA and xS then values of M(.) should be less than the and greater than 0, where
is the upper α percentage point of the chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom. If at least one of

the averages shifts to some new value, then the probability that the statistical moment exceeds the limit
increases. In the tree induction algorithm the confidence interval limits of the M distance metric are calcu-
lated by:

(3)  

where r is a temporal aggregation resolution. 

4. The MVIRT Tree Splitting Procedure

In the instance splitting stage of the MVIRT algorithm we assume that we have a set of n training instances
at a given node. The pseudo code in Figure 1 finds the best split for predicting the mean of a numeric tar-
get variable. This procedure applies to splitting the values of bivariate numeric input variables, where each
variable is represented by the sample mean AVG(X) and variance VAR(X) according to the predefined tem-
poral aggregation resolution r. 

The splitting procedure includes three main steps. The first step consists of the Mahalanobis distance cal-
culation for numeric input variable X in every instance (see Equation 2) and outliers detection procedure. The
second step contains incremental time resolutions logic mechanism which increases current time resolution
TR when all input variables instances are outliers. It should be noted that if the number of outliers equals to
the number of training instances, then the algorithm ignores a given input variable and shifts to the next one
or returns the tree. The third final step is aimed at selecting the best estimator (sample average or variance)
for input variable. In this step, the algorithm calculates the absolute differences ratio between the value of
MXY and the values of the estimators MAVG and MVAR in the best splitting instance of X and chooses the
best node estimator (Best_Contributor), which minimizes that difference ratio. 
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Figure 1: MVIRT splitting criterion pseudo code
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MVIRT( , TR, X, Y) splitting  procedure  

Input 
Args: 

User defined ,   
Current time resolution,  r 
The mean-variance input variables, X 
The mean-variance target variable, Y  

Output: The best split point for input attribute X  

Pseudocode body: 

# Calculate the Mahalanobis distance vector for input variable MX 
For  each instance Do: 
            MX = M (AVG(X),VAR(X))  (formula 2) 
Next 
#Outliers detection & droping procedure 
{C} = null   
If MX( )  is not outlier (formula 2) Then 
             {C} + +  # Non outliers data instances collection 
End If 

(1) 
 

# Time resolution setting 
If   {C} is empty Then 
#Shift  to the next input variable  
      Call recursively MVIRT(  , TR, X, Y) 
      If  all input variables instances are outliers (concept drift is detected) Then 
# Increase time resolution TR for  current input variable 
           TR = r - - 
           If TR  is empty  Then  
                 Return  MVIRT Tree 
            Else 
                 Call recursively MVIRT( , TR, X, Y) 
            End If 
End If  

(2) 
 

# Best contribution variable detection  
For  each instance in {C} Do: 
          MY = M (AVG(Y), VAR(Y)) 
          MXY = M (M(X), M(Y)) 
#Mahalanobis  distance between averages of   X and Y 
          MAVG = M (AVG(X), AVG (Y)) (formula 2 ) 
#Mahalanobis  distance between variances of X and Y 
          MVAR = M (VAR(X), VAR (Y))  (formula 2)   
Next 
Best_Contribution_Ratio = Max(|MXY - MAVG |,| MXY - MVAR|)/ |MXY| 
#Best split value for current input variable X in time resolution TR 

Return   Split (TR; Best_Contributor (Avg/Var) ; Best_Split_Value ) 

(3) 
 

 



5. The MVIRT Tree Leaf Construction Procedure

In each terminal node the MVIRT algorithm computes the bounds of a prediction interval for the correspon-
ding tree leaf with a user-defined confidence level 1-α using the following equations:

(4)  

where are tree leaf instances and , represent  mean and standard deviation estimators
of the tree leaf. Thus, when the confidence level equals to zero (i.e. α =100%) then the corresponding val-
ues of t0.5 and z0.5 distributions are equal to zero, the MVIRT model transforms the interval representation
of a tree leaf into the sample average of the target variable. This fact is very useful in the sense of experi-
mental comparison between MVIRT tree and other, point estimation regression tree algorithms.

6. El Nino Data Set

The El Nino data stream is available at the UCI KDD Archive (http://www.ics.uci.edu). This data was collected
with the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) array, which was developed by the international Tropical Ocean
Global Atmosphere (TOGA) program (http://www.pmel.noaa.gov). The TAO array consists of nearly 70
moored buoys spanning the equatorial Pacific, measuring oceanographic and surface meteorological vari-
ables critical for improved detection, understanding and prediction of seasonal to inter-annual climate varia-
tions originating in the tropics, most notably those related to the El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycles.
This data stream was collected on a daily basis and contains 178,080 numerical instances from March 1980
to June 1998. Each instance in the data stream has the following numerical attributes: date, latitude, longi-
tude, zonal winds (west<0, east>0), meridional winds (south<0, north>0), relative humidity, air tempera-
ture, sea surface temperature and subsurface temperatures down to a depth of 500 meters. The latitude and
longitude in the data showed that the buoys moved around to different locations. The wind data, both the
zonal and meridional winds fluctuated between -10 m/s and 10 m/s. Relative humidity values in the tropical
Pacific were typically between 70% and 90%. Both air temperature and sea surface temperature fluctuated
between 20 and 30 degrees Celsius.  The target (prediction) attribute in the El Nino data stream is sea sur-
face temperature (SST), which is identified as warmer than normal sea surface temperatures.

There are missing values in the data. As mentioned earlier, not all buoys are able to measure current attrib-
utes because these values may be missing dependent on an individual buoy. The missing values replace-
ment operation was performed with both time series neighbors average value interpolating procedure. Finally
in order to evaluate the predictive performance, the set of all examples was split into learning and testing ex-
amples sets in proportion 70:30. 

The MVIRT algorithm performance is compared to three state-of-the-art incremental model tree algorithms
implemented by the Rapid Miner and tuned with time series plug-in: M5P13, M5-Rules14, RepTree14. Due to
the memory and time constraints, it was very important to evaluate the capabilities of all algorithms to learn
incrementally and correctly and at the same time to construct an appropriately small model tree. Therefore
in each experiment we applied the constant months sliding window mechanism. These algorithms do not
typically provide interval predictions, therefore, to overcome this limitation we have used the average slid-
ing windows mean estimator to make point predictions in our comparative evaluation experiment. Finally, in
order to improve the algorithm scalability, we tuned M5P and RepTree with bagging evaluation mechanism
which was implemented in Java API of WEKA package.

The results in Table 1 show that under Average Root Mean Square Error (A[RMSE]) and Average Explained
Variability (A[EV]) criteria the MVIRT and the RETIS-M algorithms are more accurate than other proposed al-
gorithms in terms of pair-wise t-Student test difference. We have denoted by * the cases where the p value
of the difference between MVIRT and other algorithms is smaller than or equal to 5%. The MVIRT algorithm
outperforms significantly the other algorithms in terms of Average Cost Complexity Measure (A[CCM]). Fi-
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nally, we maintain that our proposed MVIRT tree models are more interpretable than RETIS tree models in
terms of Average Tree Size (A[TS]) measure (7 vs. 23).

Table 1: El Nino data set learners comparison
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